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"Tell the truth and don't be afraid. "
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ELECTIONS

No doctor's note needed
Absentee ballot request deadline for election is six days away
commissioners at least five days before the election.

BY STACY SMITH
STAFF WRITER

With the election only II days away, time is
running out for students to request absentee ballots.
Betty Coffiin, Coles County clerk, said the last
day to request an absentee ballot by mail is Oct.
28.
"(This day) applies to all people who live in the
state of Illinois," Coffrin said. "If students are registered to vote in Coles County (they) have to vote
here, but if they are registered somewhere else they
need to send in for an absentee ballot."
She stressed that with the deadline approaching
fast students need to request their ballots right
away. Unfortunately, some students are unaware of
the process.
'1 realize I need an absentee ballot; however, I
haven't sent in for it because I don't know where to

"If students are registered to
vote in Coles County (they)
have to vote here, but Hthey
are registered somewhere else
they need to send in for an
absentee ballot."
BETTY C OFFRIN,
C OLES C OUNTYCLERK

go," said Megan Hillary, freshman elementary education major.
Eric Donnewald, director of training research
development at the State Board of Elections
Office, said absentee ballots must be requested
from the county clerk or the board of elections

If the ballot is delivered in person, voters have until
one day before the election, he said.
Donnewald said voters may fill out an absentee
ballot if they are going to be out of the county from
which they are registered, have a disability that prevents them from going to the polls or are celebrating a religious holiday.
Once students receive their ballots, they need to fill
them out and mail them to their local county clelk
or board of elections commissioners by Election Day,
Donnewald said. Students also have the option of
delivering the ballots in person, he said.
Students who live in the state oflllinois can find
out who the county clerk or board of elections
commissioners
is
by
going
to
www.election.state.ILUS. Out-of-state students
need to contact their hometown county clerk or
home state's election commissioner to receive an
absentee ballot.

NORTH CENTRAL ACCREDITATION

Committee
holds second
meeting
BY

KYLE MAYHUGH

STAFF WRITER

The N orth Central Association self-study report
committee held its second public session Thursday
to explain the report and receive feedback from the
community.
Members of the NCA committee have been
meeting with various student and faculty groups
this month.
The NCA self-study report is put together by
the university to prove it meets accreditation criteria. Some of the requirements are preparing for the
future, student-effective learning and teaching,
mission and integrity.
Bob Augustine, co-chair of the committee, was
at the meeting to explain the contents of the report.
"T hese open sessions give everyone an opportunity to comment on the report," Augustine
said.
The final draft will be written in N ovember
based on the commentary from the university
community. The final report will then be sent to
the N CA, which will send site visitors Feb. I4- I6
to verifY the contents of the report.
The campaign to hear from the public on the
report has been a success to this point, said
Augustine.
"I think we're getting good feedback," Augustine
said. "We're seeing places we need to revise or add
to and that the report is accurate."
Augustine said one of the things the committee
will check is to make sure students, faculty and staff
are aware of the report.
The committee has sent e-mails, released press
releases and gone through all the traditional outlets.
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'1f they don't know by now, I don't know
where they've been," Augustine said.
Jill Owen, co-chair of the committee, said
Augustine is doing a good job of explaining the
reports at the public meetings.
'1 think he's pretty much covered it," Owen said.

Plenty of
fluids help
prevent flu
sickness
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T he N CA self-study report was put together
by the university to demonstrate how it is meeting requirements for its accreditation renewal in
February.
T he report is available online at
www.eiu.edu/ ~acaffair/NCA/draft.htm.

BY ERIN MILLER
CITY REPORTER

T he upcoming cold weather leaves
many college students more susceptible to illnesses, and due to a shortage
of the flu vaccine, it is especially
important for students to take extra
precautions this year.
Flu season typically peaks in
February and March, but many people start to feel the effects of the flu
when the weather begins to change,
said Michelle Mathews, communicable disease investigator at the Coles
County H eath Department.
"Many people neglect to realize
that the flu is a respiratory illness that
will cause a sore throat and cough,
saying you have the stomach flu is a
misconception," Mathews said.
Fever, cough, sore throat and chills are
the more common symptoms of the flu.
Drinking a lot of fluids, getting sleep
and maintaining the symptoms will
hdp ensure a safe recovery, said Theresa
Peterson, a registered nurse at Mercy
Medical Center in Woodstock, Ill.
"Simple things like hand washing,
covering mouth and nose, staying
home when you're sick and getting
plenty of sleep are a few things that
can be done to help prevent the illness," Mathews said.
T he flu typically lasts up to a week,
and if symptoms continue, there are
prescription medications, Peterson said.
"People usually seek professional
treatment if they have an extremely
high fever or uncontrollable vomiting,
other than that most symptoms can be
handled with the right care," she said.
Peterson treats approximately 20
people with the flu every year and predicts the numbers will remain the
same even during the vaccine shortage
because "the high risk people are
receiving the vaccination."
Peterson believes that college students are high risk because they live in
residence halls, but if they take the
proper precautions then everyone
should stay relatively healthy.
Coles Cotmtywas hit hard by the vaccine shortage, which was caused when
Chiron, one of two vaccine producers,
found bacteria in some of their batches
preventing from distributing them.
According to CNN, Chiron had
planned on supplying nearly half of the
United States' nearly I 00 million flu
shots. Last week, Coles County
Health Department announced that
it will not be receiving any shots this
year, far less than usual 4,000 it
administers per year, Mathews said.
Eastern's H ealth Services did
receives some shots, but only 25 percent of its usual amount, said Lynette
Drake, director of H ealth Services.
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Judges get disciplined
The negative campaigning in the Illinois Supreme
Court race has led the Illinois State Bar Association to
ask, in letters to the candidates, to simmer down their
campaigns because it could lead to endangerment of
public confidence in the justice system.
The letters were written by Thomas Johnson, chair of
the Committee on Supreme and Appellate Court
Election Campaign Tone and Conduct, and released to
the public Thursday.
The last time there was a race for Fifth Circuit Court
Judge for the illinois Supreme Court was 1992, and
there will not be another election for six years.
Democrat candidate Gordon Maag and Republican
candidate Uoyd Karmeier have taken up a race that has
even gone litigious and marched down to a Williamson
County court to debate the narure of an advertisement
and a website.
However, this election year has marked a much different race that required both candidates to file complaints with the illinois State Bar Association, which
spawned the comments made by Johnson.
Maag, illinois appellate court justice, said one advertisement discussed his court decision about a rape case,
but according to him, failed to mention the person
charged was sentenced to seven years.
'This is an outright lie," Maag said. "But they don't
tell you that in those commercials."
Circuit Judge Karmeier agreed some ads can be misleading, but it is because of the time constraints on
commercials.
"''ve insisted that we not change facts or distort
them," Karmeier said.
However, neither candidate took fault for what has
gone wrong in the campaigning and instead focused
what the other opponent did wrong.
"Unfortunately I think my opponent felt he was not
leading the race so he went negative," Karmeier said.
Maag believes that negative campaigning has escalated,
"because there are those that believe they have to gain power
at all cost, and there are people trying to do just that."
In addition, the American Society for Tort Reform
noted Madison County, which is in the fifth district, as
being "lawsuit capital of the world."
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Shirley Parsley, a dining worker, cuts cheese pizza Thursday evening in Thomas Dining Center.

WTF'?

Prisoner hires stripper for culture night
ASSOCIATED PRESS

OSLO, Norway -- Hoping to
boost morale among his fellow
inmates, a Norwegian prisoner
secretly hired an exotic dancer to
spice up the prison's monthly culture
night.
The woman got all her clothes off, to
the cheers of the male inmates, before

guards could react on Wednesday night
at the Hof minimum security prison in
southern Norway.
"Everything had been agreed in
advance with the inmates, who also
had permission to invite the woman,"
warden Kjesti Solberg told the P4
radio network Thursday. "What we
didn't know was that the hired dancer
could do more than dance."

Every month, the prisoners are
allowed to have a culrure night, usually organizing it themselves after the
show is approved.
Wednesday's show began tamely,
with an inmate doing a standup
comedy routine. As he left the stage,
raunchy music filled the auditorium,
and the woman started dancing and
taking her clothes off.

READ MORE AT WWW.DAILYEGYPTIAN .COM

ONLINE POLL
CORRECTIONS

This week we ask our readers to choose from one of our suggestions for a theme for next year's Homecoming.

COUNTING
DOWN

28

Days until

Thanksgiving
Recess begins on
Nov. 19

WORD
DU JOUR
limber
1 . characterized by
ease in bending the

In Thursday's edition of The Daily Eastern News, Shani
)ones was incorrectly identified as Lindsay Mino in the
"Quote This" section on page 7B.
In the same issue, the grade for the movie review of "The

30%

14%

17%

39%

body; supple; lithe

(21 VOTES)

(10 VOTES)

(12 VOTES)

(28VOTES)

3. to make oneself

Sexorcist" on page 7B was incorrect. The grade shou ld

A) Yaaarrrgh! Let's plunder

B) The thri II of victory, the

C) Storybook Village, fun

D) Your themes suck. Let

have been F+, not B+ .

some booty at EIU.

agony of defeat. The wide

for ages 7 to God only

someone else do it.

world of sports at EIU.

knows. Visiting everyone's

The News regrets the errors.

flex ble; pliant
limber

favorite children's books.

EASTERN NEWS

The Daily Eastern News is produced by the
students of Eastern Illinois University. It is
published daily Monday through Friday, in
Charleston, Ill., during fall and spring
semesters and twice weekly during the
summer term except during school vacations or examinations. Subscription price:
$50 per semester, $30 br summer, $95 all
year. The Daily Eastern News is a member
of The Associated Press, which is en tided to
exclusive use of all articles appearing in
this paper.

2 . bending readily;

HAVE ASUGGESTION?

If you have any suggestions or ideas
for articles you would like to see in
The Daily Eastern News, feel free to
contact us at 581-2812 or by e-mail
mmeinheic@yahoo.com.
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Forum to discuss health insurance issues
BY

VERON CU LLEY

STAFF WRITER

A Health Insurance Crisis Forum
tonight will discuss the H ealth Care
Justice Act and health care issues and
help answer questions community
members, students and faculty may
have.
According to the the Legislative
Web
site
Information
www.leginfo.org, the purpose of the
H ealth Care Justice Act is to implement a health care plan that provides
access to a full range of prevention for
Illinois residents and to help people
who aren't insured become insured.
Many students at Eastern said they

don't see the point of health insurance.
"Health care insurance is false hope
because when you really need it, it isn't
there," said Crissy Panici, a sophomore elementary education major.
Other students thought health
insurance had too many drawbacks.
"H ealth care insurance isn't something that runs through my mind
every day, but I think there shouldn't
be so many different types ofstipulations in health care insurance," said
Jamie Silver, a sophomore psychology major. "Everyone should have
access to receive health care insurance
for the doctors they need, not just
the doctors that insurance companies
cover."

The forum is sponsored by the
Coles County Campaign for Better
H ealth Care, the political science
department and the University
Professionals of Illinois, said Criselda
Ruiz, a committee coordinator for
the event and member of the CBH C.
People who are either insured or
uninsured are encouraged to attend,
she said.
"Being uninsured isn't a problem
that everyone in our state has, but last
year over 30 percent of the population of illinois without insurance and
it is a potential problem that everyone
may eventually face," Ruiz said. "I
don't believe it's a forum for a certain
group in particular, but it is a forum

that everyone who is a resident of the
state should be interested in."
H ealth care insurance directly
affects citizens of illinois in other
ways, Ruiz said.
"This forum will be able to inform
these potential voters what some of
the problems with our current health
care system and what some possible
solutions could be," she said.
Ruiz said panelists for the forum will
represent different aspects of health.
Panelists
will
include
U.S.
Representative candidate David Gill;
Rebecca Spoon, representing small
business owners; David Radavich, representing labor unions; Brendt Ramsey,
representing uninsured people with

Professor lectures on author's life
BY LINDSEY D uNTON
PCTIVITIES REPORTER

Spanish professor Karen Taylor discussed
the life oflsabelAllende and her most recent
novel, "Kingdom of the Golden Dragon'' to
a group of about 20 Eastern students and

disabilities, and Jim Pierce, vice president of operations at Sarah Bush
lincoln Health Center in Mattoon.
"I think people need to hear about
health care from the medical perspective as well as the other perspectives
being expressed," Pierce said. "People
know the content and activities (of the
health care system) but do not know
the possible outcomes and how different sides view our system."
Ruiz said the audience will be able to
"interact directly" with the panelists and
encouraged people to come out, voice
their opinion and get a better understanding of their rights to receiving
health care. The forum will begin at 7
p.m. in Room 2030 in Lwnpkin Hall.

Chinese speaker
encourages U.S.
education
BY 0LA M OHAMMAD
STAFF WRITER

staff.
"The book is filled with action and suspense," Taylor said. "Once you start reading
it you can't put it down."
The lecture, "Isabel Allende: Asian
Adventurer," focused on Allende's second
novel in a trilogy, "Kingdom of the Golden
Dragon."
The novel, which takes place in an imaginary kingdom in the H imalayan
Mountains, is an adventure novel about two
teenagers on a quest to get back a golden
dragon that was stolen from the royal
palace.
"Besides being an advenrure novel, the
story also has a lesson for readers," Taylor
said. "The lessons are about preserving the
environment and not using violence to
achieve goals."
Taylor wanted to emphasize the setting of
the story by previewing a video clip about
Tibet, which included pictures of the
Himalayan Mountains, where Buddhism, a
religion that advocates peace and nonviolence, is the dominant religion.
It is not known where in the H imalayas
the story takes place, but Taylor thinks it is in
the country of Bhutan.
"In Bhutan the environment is pristine.
The scenery and architecture are awesome,
and the people are described as hospitable
and charming," Taylor said. "The country's
capital, Thimphu, is the only capital in the
world with no traffic lights."
Allende was born in 1942 in Lima, Peru,
then moved to Chile and during her early

HOY/THE DALY EASTERN NEINS

Dr. Karen Taylor delivers a lecture on famous Chilean author, Isabel Allende, Thursday
afternoon in the Effingham Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. The
lecture was the last in a series of events to wrap up Latin American Heritage Week.
adulthood she relocated to California. She is
most remembered for her novel "The
H ouse of the Spirits."
"I recommend ("Kingdom of the
Golden Dragon") because it is fun, easy to
read and full of action and adventure,"
Taylor said. "Its descriptive power is
inevitable, and Allende uses beautiful, colorful words."
Senior physical education major Tony
Gulotta attended the event.
"This was the first event I attended for
Latino Heritage Celebration," Gulotta said.
"It was for my Spanish class, and I will
probably read the book because I enjoy fie.
.
non stones.
A merengue lesson on Nov. 12 was
recently added to the agenda as a continuation of Latino H eritage Celebration.
))

FRIDAY
FREE SHOW
Rev. Peyton's Big
Band
$2 Newcastle & Blue Moon Pints

Taylor has enjoyed the Latino H eritage
Celebration and the yearly event will continue.
She is especially thankful for the participation from Eastern faculty.
"We have had good participation from
the Spanish faculty as well as other departments on campus," Taylor said.
"This year was a great success, and we
had a lot of people attend the events."
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"We will be having one more event this
year for the Latino H eritage Celebration,"
said Gustavo Albear, coordinator of the
Latino Heritage Celebration. "The
merengue night will feature a disc jockey
from Champaign as well as a dance
group."

Bojan Shan, a scholar from China, spoke to Eastern students and faculty Thursday about China's growing economy in the past year.
"The economy of China has risen from 9.1 percent in
2003 to 9.9 percent in 2004," Shan said."That is a big
jump and it's all thanks to the Chinese government."
China is the third largest country in the world behind
Canada and Russia, he said.The population of China is 1.3
billion and still growing.
Economic development has proceeded unevenly particularly with urban coastal areas in the southeast, experiencing more rapid economic development than other areas of
the country, he said.
The Chinese government has encouraged foreign investment in some parts of the economy that were subject to
constraints since the1980s, offering several "special economic zones" in which foreign investors receive preferable
tax, tariff and investment treatment, Shan explained.
In 1998, there were 19.91 million births, 8.07 million
deaths with a net growth population of 11.84 million compared to the 12.37 million in 1997, he said.
"That is more than 10 percent of total population that
is over 60 years old," Shan said.
Members of the International Admissions program had
positive remarks toward the presentation.
"I enjoyed his presentation," said Bill Elliott, director of
International admissions.
Elliott said the Chinese economy is growing and he hopes
to see more of the Chinese population continue to grow.
He wants more Chinese students to come into the United
States to attend universities and obtain an education.
"I like how China has developed in the last couple of
years, but at the same time there are risks to take when you
are in China," said Jing Zhou, graduate assistant in school
of business.
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EDITORIAL

Thank God Bush
stayed to his word

MICHAEL
SCHROEDER
SENIO R H lSTORY
MAJOR

Schroeder is City
Editor and
monthly
columnist for
The Daily Eastern
News.

Sen. John Kerry has repeatedly criticized President
George Bush's handling of the Iraq war, specifically
the process of building a coalition of nations to
remove Saddam Hussein and bring democracy to
Iraq.
Yet Kerry and his people have overlooked many
aspects of foreign relations and simply do not understand.
Kerry has repeatedly said that he could bring those
countries that voted against the war and Iraq back to
our side. Yes, the relations have soured since Iraq, but
how is a president expected to repair relations with
these countries when his people are verbally betraying
the allies we do have?
After Ayad Allawi, the Iraqi Prime Minister, spoke
to Congress telling them of his experience in Iraq and
the progress he and the American leaders have made,
Kerry's campaign responded with the eloquence and
conviction that will surely bring France, Germany
and the coalition of the weak back to our side.
"The last thing you want to be seen as is a puppet
of the United States, and you can almost see the hand
underneath the shirt today moving the lips," said
Kerry adviser Joe Lockhart.
That is someway to keep alliances strong. What
does the country of Iraq think when we say that
about their leader, who is risking his life every day to
bring them peace and democracy? This will not help
us pass Kerry's "global test."
Then again, that test may not be passable anyway.
Kerry and many others have been critical, despite
supporting it at the time, of going into Iraq without
the other nations of the United Nations securiry
council.
Since then more and more facts have been coming
out about that vote and the motives behind it. The
UN started an Oil-for-Food program with Iraq. It
started as a humanitarian aid program to exchange
Iraqi oil for food for the people of Iraq.
However, the program quickly turned into Iraqi oil
for money to fund Saddam's lavish palace lifestyle, the
Iraqi military and the same terrorists that are killing
American forces today. The General Accountabiliry
Office, which is investigating the scandal, has already
marked Saddam as earning $10.1 billion from the
program, according to a Fox News report.
The investigations that aren't being blocked by Kofi
Annan are also yielding evidence that those countries
that voted against bringing democracy to Iraq were
making billions of dollars off the scandal.
'1 think clearly American blood is in the hands of a
number of European countries, who could have put
pressure on Saddam, who could have looked him in
the eye and said, 'The United States is coming in and
to me some of that explanation clearly has to be the
Oil-for-food program," Rep. Christopher Shays, RConn., told Fox News.
Shrug that off as "the conservative Fox News "
reporting, but Shays, a man who is on the House
Subcommittee on National Securiry, Emerging
Threats and International Relations, said it.
The French and the Russians along with the
Chinese were profiting from the program's kickback
and did not vote to remove Saddam because they did
not want to take their business partner out of office.
After 17 resolutions in 12 years and corruption
throughout, the UN could not be trusted on this
decision, and thank God Bush went ahead with what
is best for this country and the world.
Of course Kerry would have too, according to his
voting record (Yes, there actually is one). So, I guess I
should change that sentence to thank God Bush
stuck to his guns and did what was right even when
the polls were less than favorable.

George Bush

John kerry

Newspapers
should infonn,
not endorse
The Chicago Tribune endorsed President
George W. Bush Sunday for president and is now
facing a backlash from outraged readers.
Whether newspapers should endorse political
candidates has always been a touchy subject, foreing editors to address issues of objectivity, credibil-

has supported Republicans for the U.S. Senate in

At issue

all but two or three cases.

Endorsing
presidential
candidates.

He also said the paper has been accused of writing editorials that avoid blaming Bush for failures

Our stance
Newspapers
shou ld be
objective when
it comes to
poli tica l
candidates.
Report the the
news and
issues, but
leave the
decision to the
readers.

ity and social responsibility.

Chicago Tribune Public Editor Don Wycliff
explained in a column Thursday why and how the Tribunes
editorial board chose to endorse Bush.

of his administration.
People depend on newspapers to keep them
informed in an unbiased manner.
Readers will be informed by what they have
read and will make educated decisions in the voting booth based on that.
They do not need a newspaper essentially telling
them which candidate to choose. Endorsements
put into question the trust between a reader and a
paper. The 2,400 negative responses prove that.
Also, as of 6 p.m. Thursda}s of the more than
4,000 voters in an online poll, 64 percent said

newspapers should not endorse presidential candidates.
There are consequences that come with an endorsement.

'1n an occupation Gournalism) that gives us the privilege of

When a paper endorses a candidate it says it endorses

practicing citizenship full-time, editorial board members get

everything that person stands for and represents. The candi-

to practice it at the highest level, calling public officials to

date's ideals and beliefs, policies and promises are all being

acoount and urging upon them courses of action the board

supported by the paper.

considers meritorious," Wycliff said.
Newspapers are supposed to be objective and inform the
public about issues of concern. When a newspaper chooses to
support a political candidate, it trades that credibility for
influence with the public.
At least 2,400 communications were sent to the Tribune by
angry readers; some canceled subscriptions, 'JC}rcliffsaid.

In a presidential race, where each candidate is spending
millions, an endorsement would be the best advertisement he
could hope for.
A candidate carit buy that kind ofexposure and a newspaper carit buy back its objectivity.

In the past, editorial boards at The Daily &tern News have
endorsed candidates for the Student Government. While the

The importance for a newspaper to be beyond reproach is

current six-member editorial board carit change the past and

highlighted when the candidate it endorsed makes a political

will not have a chance to put these opinions into practice, it

mistake. Readers will remember the paper giving the endorse-

hopes to affect the future. The current board hopes future

ment and the paper will take its share of the politician's blame.

members will not endorse political candidates, local or

Conversely, the paper will be criticized if positive articles are

national, for the sake of objectivity.

published about its presidential pick. Readers will assume the
paper is in the pocket of the politician.
'JC}rcliffsaid the Tribune has "endorsed the Republican can-

The editorial is the majority opinion of
The Daily Eastern News editorial board.

didate in every presidential election since at least 1872," and
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastem News accepts letters

to the editor addressing local, state, national and international issues.
They should be less than 250 words and include the authors' name,
telephone number and address. Students should indicate their year in
school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate

their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be printed. We reserve the right to edit letters for length.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard
H all, Charleston IL 61 920; faxed to 217-581-2923; ore-mailed to
mmeinheit@yahoo.com .
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Dickinson perfonnance satisfies audience
BY

KAYLA CROW

STAFF WRITER

A performance that centered around the
life of Emily Dickinson drew a large audience last night and was well received by
everyone.
"I want to let you know some of what is
true," said Connie Clark as she started off
her one-woman show in the Grand
Ballroom of the Martin Luther King J r
University Union.
Clark, who has traveled the country since
1986 with her show, has made it her mission to educate people about Dickinson.
When describing why she chose to write
and perfOrm this one-woman show she
said, "I felt obligated to this remarkable
woman."

There are so many false perceptions
about Dickinson that Clark could not sit by
and watch as people created misconceptions
about her, she said.
"It was interesting learning about 19th
century New England," said Jennifer
Bekkedal, a junior elementary education
major.
Behkedal also said that she really enjoyed
the way Clark described Dikinson's relationship with God. Throughout the play, Clark
made sure that the audience knew that
Dickinson did not hate God, merely that
she worshiped him in her own way.
Heather Hodgson, a sophomore elementary education major, said that she really
liked the way that Clark "talked to us like
we were guests."

Throughout the play, Clark drew in the
audience by making references to the differences between today and the time
Dickinson lived, such as the invention of
braille and advances in disease control. She
said that Dickinson had to bury many family and friends, including her favorite
nephew, Gilbert.
Clark said that because of the amount of
research she has put into this performance
she feels that she and Dickinson have
become friends. She said that she often
finds herself saying things that she did not
even realize she knew and she attributes
these answers to Dickinson's presence.
For example, at the closing of the performance, Clark told a tale about how she
was asked by an elementary student why
Dickinson always wore white.
She
answered, "so that all the flowers have the
beautiful colors."
Clark said that the answer seemed to
come out of nowhere because in all of her
research she never could find an answer to
this question.
Clark feels that this strong connection to
Dickinson is an amazing thing because she
thinks that Dickinson has embraced her
play and that she is trying to make sure that
Clark gives nothing but the truth.
Clark performs again at 9 a.m. Friday
morning when she opens the English
department's literature conference with a
poetry reading entitled "Emily Dickinson:
Diviner Crowd at Home" in the Martin
Luther King, Jr. University Union Grand
Ballroom.
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Stand-up comic
coming to Seventh
Street Underground
BY

) ACLYN GoRSKI

STAFF WRITER

ll NDSEY C HOY/THE DALY EASTERN NEWS

Connie Clark portrays Emily Dickenson in a
one-person play Thursday evening in the
Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union. The play was part of a
kick-off to the 15th annual Literature
Conference.

A stand-up comic with a face students may recognize
from the movies is corning to Eastern to score some laughs
tonight.
The University Board was able to book Kyle Cease last
semester, said Chris Stanfield, comedy chair of the
University Board. Stanfield was able to talk to Cease
through Cease's agency.
It was decided to bring Cease to Eastern afrer last year's
National Association for Campus Activities conference,
Stanfield said.
NACA is a conference for students who wish to be a
coordinator on the UB for the following year, said UB
Vice-Chair Bill Welter. During the conference, ideas are
passed around and the UB is able to come up with new
ideas.
During the conference, students are able to view performers, Welter said.
"It is a way for us to save a lot of money," Welter said.
If the conference brings in performers, it saves UB
money that would be spent on such things as travel, Welter
said.
"He's got a lot of energy," Stanfield said of Cease.
The UB liked his act and was able to get Cease to perform at a great price, he said.
"All the elements came together," Stanfield said.
Cease has performed such roles as Bogie Lowenstien in
1999's "1 0 Things I Hate About You" and as the slow clapper in 2001's "Not Another Teen Movie," Stanfield said.
Cease will be performing at 9 p.m. in the 7th Street
Underground.

Tarble's interactive art exhibit opens
l

KELLY C REMENT/THE D'IILY EASTERN NEWS

Derek Clem, a junior 3-D studio major, tests out interactive art at the Tarble Arts Center Thursday evening.

B Y CHRIS WALDEN

STAFF WRITER

The Tarble Arts Center opened its first
interacrive computer art exhibit Thursday
with a demonstration and reception.
The presentation was open to the public
and began without an introduction or lecture.
Less than 20 visitors participated in several exhibits by artist Scott Snibbe that
involved digital technology.
The art exhibit was divided into three
segments. The first segment included a tiled
plarform using cameras to project lines
evenly between people standing on the
floor. The next segment included three
computer terminals which allowed users to
manipulate the screen pixels with the move
of a mouse. The final segment included a lit
projection screen split into multiple smaller
moving images created by individual looping recordings of anyone moving in front of
the camera.
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Each exhibit was controlled by a computer program designed by Snibbe.
'1t's a lot of fun watching people enjoy [the
exhibits]," he said.
Of the six students who participated in the
segments, most spent their time leaving looping recordings of their movement on the display screen.
"My projection screen is by far the most
popular exhibit," Snibbe said.
One of the visitors enjoying the projection
segment was Derek Clem, a junior 3-D art
major.
'1 thought the moving picture set was really cool, especially because I got to participate
in it," he said.
Snibbe gets the ideas for his artwork by
observing films.
'1 got most of my ideas from experimental
film, from observing how structural film is
and how some films reflect the world around
us," Snibbe said. "My work is a lot about the
interdependence of people. "

I 1-9,
FRI- SAT
11-10

Snibbe said his viewers are essential to his
art, and in participating they get a sense of
presence within it. Snibbe, a former teacher
from Brown Universit}~ worked for several
computer art companies, including Adobe,
since then.
Snibbe worked for Adobe for two years
before quieting to experiment on his own as
an artist in residence.
'1 never was one for the corporate world,"
Snibbe said.
Snibbe not only presents his art in the
form of exhibits, but also teaches at workshops and lectures.
"Most of the time I'm busy working on
my art," he said.
Snibbe said he started brainstorming
exhibits since 1990 and started presenting
them to the public in 1995. He has displayed
his work all over the world, including at exhibitions in Europe, Japan and New York City.
The exhibit will remain open through
Nov. 28.

Fonner student travels far to
read published literary works
BY
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DARIUS jUTZI

STAFF WRITER

JeffVande Zande, former Eastern
srudent and current Delta College
English teacher, read selections from
his appraised work Thursday.
After driving over seven hours,
Vande Zande read selections from
his published poetry and short stories in the Tarble Arts Center.
Vande Zande's work has been published in multiple magazines and journals. His publications include the poem
books "Transient" in 2001, ''Last
Name First, First Name last" in 2002,
"Tornado Warning" in 2003 and a current oollection ofshort stories this year.
VandeZande is currently composing a book tided "The Bridge," featuring three of his short stories.
He followed in the footsteps of his
father, a writer, but Vande Zande
never looked to publish anything.
"I noticed my poems played off of
one another," Vande Zande said.
He compiled his works, and
through various connections was
able to publish the compilations.
Many of his works revolve around
driving, he said. Driving poems are
"rich in imagery."
He also noted that poems came to
him nanrrally while on the road, especially during long drives like the one to
Eastern from his home in Bay City, ill.
His poems, such as "Water &
Cross," "Only Birds After All" and
"South Michigan Interstate" drew
from his driving experiences.
Vande Zande also drew from
experiences in his daily life, including
time spent with his son and daughter. In ''Last Cutting Before Snow,"
he wrote about how he would mow
the lawn while carrying his two-yearold son in his hands.
In his poem, "Toddler Classes," he
spoke about going to swimming les-
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last-minute votes
remain oompetitive with less than two
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sons with his son, who was then "on
the edge of 18 to 36 months."
His poem was about holding on to
something one loves, while knowing
if he or she lets go it will swim away.
"He wasn't my type of poet, but I
liked him anyway," said Ty Siemsen,
a freshman English major.
Krystal Hering, a senior English
major, said she enjoyed Vande
Zande's poetry.
"(I) especially enjoyed the poems
about the family," she said, adding
that she enjoys having writers oome

i'm Ulx!l T&llilful

to Eastern.
Many were surprised at Vande
Zande's capability to juggle between
teaching, raising two young children
and writing, but he doesn't think
they should be.
"It's not that hard," Vande Zande
said.
He said he makes time for his children and still has time to write his
poems afTer 10:30 p.m. when the
children are asleep.
"It's important to me to make
time for everything," he said.

Kerry's hunting excursion in

DOWNINGTOWN, Pa. -- A camouflage-clad Sen. John Kerry went
goose hunting Thursday while
President Bush paid a call on the archbishop of a heavily Catholic bartleground state, a clash of symbolism in
a tight race for the White House.
Unimpressed with Kerry's shotguntoting excursion, Vice President Dick
Cheney accused Kerry of donning an
"October disguise" to keep his record
on gun issues hidden from the voters.
Twelve days before the election, an
Associated Press survey among likely
voters had the race as a statistical tie, 49
peocent fur the Massachusetts senator
and 46 for the man in the White House.
The nominal three-point margin was
inside the survey's margin of error.
The same AP-Ipsos Public Affairs
survey produced a tie on the question
of preferred congressional leadership,
47 percent favoring Democrats and
46 percent for Republicans. That
pointed toward problems for
Democrats, struggling to gain the 12
seats they need to win back the majority they lost a decade ago.
In the presidential race, the AP
survey depicted a country at a crossroads. Fifty-one percent support the
president's conduct of foreign policy and the war on terror. But voters
are split on which man would do
the better job in the war on Iraq,
and Kerry is viewed as berter able to
stimulate job growth. More than
half of those surveyed, 56 percent,
said the nation was headed in the
wrong direction.
Other recent polls show a similarly
close race, with Bush and Kerry batding over about a dozen states that

Boardman, Ohio, was a classic of a
campaign genre, the photo-op. So,
too, Bush's stop at St. John's Church
Rectory in Downington, Pa., where
he met with Cardinal Justin Rigali,
Catholic archbishop of Philadelphia.
Images oounted for much, words
less.
It's important that voters "get a better sense ofJohn Kerry, the guy," Mike
McCurry said of the 60-year-old
Massachusetts senator.
Kerry strolled past television cameras on his rerum from a two-hour
hunting trip, wearing a camouflage
jacket and carrying a 12-gauge shotgun under his arm.
Reporters never got a glimpse of
Bush's meeting with the spiritual
leader of Catholics in a state where 23
percent of voters practice the fu.ith.
But photographers were briefly permitted inside the 20-minute meeting
between the two men.
It was Bush's 40th trip to
Pennsylvania of his term in office,
undersooring the extraordinary effort
he has made to rum a 2000 statewide
defeat into a 2004 victory.
Apart from his meeting with the
archbishop, Bush delivered a sharp
attack on Kerry's plan to expand health
care, insisting it would mean "bigger
government with higher oosts."
Kerry has repeatedly denied the big
government charge, and says
Americans would be free to choose
their coverage from competing private
plans. His proposal would also offer
tax breaks to businesses as incentives
to provide health care for their
employees.
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Man uses jail's checking account for dating service
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

EDWARDSVILLE-- A 20-year-old Alton man
has pleaded guilty to using the Madison County
Jail's checking account number to help him
meet women online.
David Wroten's sentence after he pleaded guilty
Wednesday calls for him to be placed on probation
for two years and repay the $39.95 of the jail's
money he spent to join an online dating service.
Wroten was charged Sept. 27. A jail inmate on
another charge, Wroten was issued a check upon
his release for cash he had on him and turned over
to the jail when he was booked into custody,
Madison County Sheriff Robert Hertz said.
Wroten then took the account number from
the check and gave it to the Internet dating service when he joined. The money was electronically transferred from the jail's account to the dating service.
The Bank of Edwardsville thought such a
transaction was unusual and contacted the sheriffs department, which began investigating.
Subsequently, a sheriff's deputy went to the
dating service's Web site and spotted Wroten's
photograph, which was posted so prospective
dates could get a look at him.

AMEREN WORKERS WALK OVER
CONTRACT DISPUTE
PEORIA-- About 300 AmerenCILCO workers
in five central illinois cities walked off the job
Wednesday, setting up informational pickets to
protest mandatory overtime required under a
disputed contract implemented by the company
last week.
Workers said they could be back on the job as
early as Thursday after the impromptu walkout
over a new policy that gives St. Louis-based
Ameren Corp. authority to order overtime to

repair storm-related outages and other service
problems.
Overtime has been voluntary for union members, who walked out when Ameren failed to
budge on the policy and threatened to discipline
workers who refuse overtime, said Dominic
Rivara, business manager for the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers Local 51, in a
statement. Union leaders did not know of the
walkout in advance and have not called a strike,
but said they support the protest that involved
most of the union's 328 members in Peoria,
Springfield, Lincoln, Washington and Tuscola.

GOV. SAYS LEGISLATOR TRIP
CREATES ..PERCEPTION PROBLEM..
CHICAGO - Gov. Rod Blagojevich said he is
concerned that a trip to a luxury Puerto Rican
resort by a group oflllinois lawmakers could discourage the public from trusting state government.
"It's a perception problem. There is no question about that," Blagojevich said Wednesday.
The illinois Legislative Latino Caucus used a
loophole in ethics laws to allow companies and
lobbyists to pay for the Oct. 7-11 trip to the Caribe
Hilton Hotel in San Juan, Puerto Rico, the
Chicago Tribune reported. The trip was sponsored
by about 50 companies, who were asked to pay
between $3,000 and $10,000 to the caucus to
cover lawmakers' airfare, hotel rooms and meals.
Under state ethics laws passed last year, lawmakers and state officials generally are barred
from accepting large gifts from lobbyists.

ADM WORKERS AGREE TO NEW
CONTRACT
DECATUR-- Corn and soy plant workers at
Archer Daniels Midland Co. have voted to

ILLINOIS SECRETARY OF STATE
HAS KNEES REPLACED

STATE
BRIEFS
accept a new contract with the Decatur-based
company that increases the hourly wage and
signing bonuses.
More than 450 members of the Bakery,
Confectionary, Tobacco Workers and Grain
Millers Local I 03G have been working without
a contract since voting down previous proposals
over the past five months.
The union accepted the agribusiness giant's
latest proposal on Tuesday by a 57 percent
margin, the (Decatur) Herald & Review reported.
"Tuesday's vote was about either accepting it
or we were going out," union President Bob
Kelly said.

CHICAGO -- illinois Secretary of State Jesse
White, a former professional baseball player,
came out of double knee-replacement surgery in
strong shape, a spokesman said.
White, 70, had the surgery Wednesday to
replace both knees because of damage done by
years of sports and exercise, spokesman Dave
Druker said. He was expected to spend a few
days at Northwestern Memorial Hospital and
then recuperate at home for several weeks.
Druker said White will work from home so he
can stay on top of business at the secretary of
state's office, which he has headed since 1999.
White is a former minor league baseball player in
the Chicago Cubs organization, was a paratrooper
in the Army's I0 1st Airborne Division and worked
as a gym teacher in the Chicago schools.

SIXTH PERSON CHARGED IN HIRED
SUPREME COURT CLARIFIES
TRUCK SCANDAL
STANDARD FOR REMOVING CHILDREN
CH ICAGO --A former Chicago city official
was arrested Thursday on charges of bribery and
mail fraud, the sixth person charged as federal
prosecutors expanded their investigation into the
city's scandal-plagued Hired Truck Program.
DonaldS. Tomczak, 69, a former first deputy
water commissioner, was charged with furnishing jobs and preferential treatment to trucking
companies in return for payoffs, gift certificates
for himself and others and campaign contributions to an unnamed relative and an aldermanic
candidate.
Tomczak's son, JeffTomczak, is the Will County
state's attorney and is running for reelection.
He told reporters weeks ago that he had
donated some of his campaign money to charity
after his opponent accused him of receiving
hired-truck contributions.

SPRINGFIELD - Judges can sever the ties
between unfit parents and abused children only
when most evidence shows it would be in the
child's best interest, the illinois Supreme Court
said Thursday in a ruling meant to end confusion
about one of the toughest decisions judges face.
Until now, there had been no clear legal standard. Some judges felt they had broad authority
to decide what was best.
The Supreme Court came down in the
middle.
Its ruling applies when parents have been
deemed unfit and a judge is deciding whether it
would be in the child's best interests to take away
parental rights permanently. The court held that
judges can take that step if a "preponderance of
the evidence" supports the decision.
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for serious student or coup les.

Newly remodeled two bedroom

348 8249.

apartments comp lexly furnished,

APARTMENT.

REASONABLE

for more inbrmation. 549 1084
10122

11/ 1

00

parking, laundry, FREE DSL Fast

Pair of Pioneer and Max Power 12"

Girls, furnished houses for 'OS

internet, $490. 913 and 917 4th

sub 'Mlofer 1200 w with or with

'06. 10 month leases, off street

St. 235 0405 or 317 3085.

out box. negotiable. call 512 9152

furnished,

W&D,

pd.

garbage & water, $250/mo., 10

parking, no pets, close to cam

mo. lease, females only. 708

pus. 345 5048
00

341 3940

:

auto, ac, cd excellent mechani

I
I
I

square. AC, washer, dryer. Phone

ca l condition $1700.00 217
549 4666

2005 2006.

Call 345 5048

Furnished

Houses/Apartments.

123

00

an appointment.
2516

•~~urflorklimel

(2 1 7} 345

Equal

Crossword

Housing

Opportunity.
11/ 1
Cute efficency, close to campus,
$325 per month all utilities paid
male on ly no smoking no pets
345 3232 days.
11/5
PARK PLACE APARTMENTS: 1
unit avai lable now. Also showing

fHE PAILY fASfEKN
NEWS
IS LOOKIN~ FOR HARU
WORKIN~

6 Painting

24 Assemblies

TO &ET PIRTV.

14 Staged event

Wh.a.IN&

tions and appointments ca ll
Autumn at 348 1479
11 115
BR On

the square. $299, includes heat,
gas, water, trash.

1 "Ta-ta!"

23 Literary orphan
adopted by the
Dursleys

12 Angular measurement

for Spring and Fall '05. Full y fur

2171. 9am

ACROSS

WRifERS,.,WHO ARE

nished,free parking. For ques

Affordable, spacious.

10126

00

Bedroom Near Campus. Call for

Dave 345

11 am

15 N.B.A. All-Star
Allen

581 2812

THE DAILY EAsffiRN NEWS is looking for a student
government editor. Applications are available in the Student
Publications newsroom, 1811 Buzzard Hall. Ask for Matt
Meinheit or call581-2812. Journalism experience preferred.

20 Nester

31 Warmth

21 Discombobulated

32 Wisconsin college or its city

22 1970's TV char- 33 Fed
acter whose real
first name was
34 Was on easy
Arthur, with "the"
street

Edited by Will Shortz

No. 0910

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

43 Like things?
44 Suddenly quits
running
45 Closed with a
lock
46 Beginning
DOWN
1 It may be blue,
brown or green
2 Expert
3 Emerson's •__
Beauty"
41

5 Efficient
employee

:

I
I
I

·-------------------·

37 Strauss's "
und Verklanmg•

6 Do together

Plain and Simple.

I

38 Serving as a
diplomat below
the rank of
25 London borough
ambassador
with Wimbledon
Stadium
40 Where to find a
pig, maybe
26 "Speed" star
42 Capital of the
27 Give heed
Solomon Islands

28 Sassy girls
17 World Serieswinning manag- 29 Activist?
er, 1981 and
1988
30 2004 Olympic
track gold
18 Has an early
medalist
lead
Gatlin

00

Advertise
a classified ad

I

three roommates. House west of
345 9665

Call 581 2812 for

more information.

! WANTED !

93 Mazda Protege DX 4 cyl.

'OS '06, no pets, trash included.

a copy in the Fall when they are

·-------------------·

Rooms for rent. Two guys need

2 and 3 BR furnished apts for

office, room 1802 Buzzard Hall,
and for only $6 we wi ll mail you

00

10125

11/ 1

come to the Student Publications

published.
10129

00

VILLAGE RENTALS: Renting for

with

10 hottest beds in

ory pad and nine XBox games. Ca ll

2005 2006 6 bedroom house, 2
bath,

jack

10128
00

BEDROOM

348 5032

PERSONALS

BDRM APTS AVAILABLE FOR

BLOCK AND ONE AND ONE

HOUSES.

12113

FALL 04 05. PLENTY OF OFF

APARTMENTS,

5,4,3,2

Rec Dept. 345 6897 or the EIU

lesssummertours. com

PP&W PROPERTIES 2 EXCEL

2005: 2,3,4,5,6,7 BEDROOM

OS 06 '

Players may sign up at Charleston

Acapu lco,

1 bdm apts for August '05/'06.

NOW SHOWING FOR FALL

10129

10122
to share

jamaica,

Roommate needed

00

DUPLEXES &

10122

Break Vacations!

BUCHANAN ST. APTS: 1,2,&3

EASTERN ILLINOIS PROPERTIES

HOUSES AVAILABLE 345 62 10

m 800 838 8202.

& gag gifts! GRAND BALL 609

Female roommate needed for 5 bed

at

6+

hats, makeup, beads, bachelorett.e

For Fall 'OS 1,2,and 3 bedrooms

up

for

#1 Spring

For more

us

discounts

www.SpringBreakDiscounts.co

10,000 COSTUMES plus wigs,

tions.

look

Group

12113

pd. 117 W. Polk Ph. 348 7746.

For Rent: Duplex 2 bedroom,

Prices vary.

10128
#1 SPRING BREAK WEB SITE!

washer, washer and dryer. Trash

0614.

renta l houses all excellent loca

in room

11 Parts of numbers
13 Pitching feat
14 St._ River,
separating
Michigan from
Ontario

24 In art, an under- 34 Raised
lying image
that's been
painted over
35 Parts of some
meters
25 Actress who
played the Bond
girt Octopussy
36 Country singer
26 Trattoria side
Steve
dishes

7 "As I Lay Dying"
father
16 Shipping weight 27 Daughter of
Ares
8 E-7, e.g.: Abbr. 19 Fen-_ (former 28 Stubborn
diet drug combo)
9 Paul who direct29 Spiteful
ed "Basic
Instinct•
22 In modem lingo, 30 Knight at the
a vegetarian
movies
who occasional10 Champagne
department
ly eats meat
32 Spoilers

38 Unwelcome
C.I.A. discovery

39 Go on
41 Doozy
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WORLD NEWS

New government
documents shed light
on abuses at U.S.
detention facilities
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico-- Poor living conditions for
U.S. soldiers and an inunersion in an unfamiliar culrure
may have contributed to abuses at U.S. detention facilities in Iraq, according to government documents released
to the American Civil Liberties Union on Thursday.
The New York-based group received 6,000 pages of
documents, one of which said that because of an
"atmosphere of danger, promiscuity and negativity, the
worst human qualities and behaviors came to the fore
and a pervasive dominance came to prevail, especially
at Abu Ghraib."
Abu Ghraib is the prison on the western outskirts of
Baghdad where U.S. soldiers are accused of having
abused Iraqi prisoners.
The same document cited instances where U.S.-contracted interpreters raped a male juvenile detainee and
said military personnel operated in a "conspiracy of
silence."
The document, prepared by an Air Force psychiatrist, was part of a previously unreleased annex to a
report released earlier this year by Army Maj. Gen.
Antonio M. Taguba. His report found that some soldiers had committed "sadistic, blatant and wanton"
criminal acts at Abu Ghraib.

ISRAELI AIRSTRIKE KILLS TOP HAMAS
MILITARY COMMANDER IN GAZA
GAZA CITY, Gaza Strip -- An Israeli aircraft fired two
missiles at a car traveling in the Gaza Strip late
Thursday, killing a senior Hamas commander who was
among the government's most-wanted fugitives for
years - the latest in a series of Israeli assassinations that
have weakened the militant group.
Adnan al-Ghoul, a founder and the No.2 figure of
Hamas' military wing, was killed along with a lowerranking militant. The airstrike dealt another heavy
blow to Hamas' military wing, lzzedine a! Qassam,
which is responsible for attacks that have killed hundreds of Israelis during four years of fighting.
"It's a new crime committed by the Zionist occupation government against one of the leaders of the
Palestinian resistance," Hamas spokesman Musher alMasri said. "Hamas retaliation will be painful and the
Zionist enemy will regret this awful crime."

KARZAI CLOSER TO VICTORY IN
AFGHANISTAN'S PRESIDENTIAL VOTE
KABUL, Afghanistan - Security forces arrested a deputy
of a top Taliban commanderThursday for a bomb attack
that wounded three U.S. soldiers, and an American soldier died when an Air Force helicopter crashed on a
nighttime mission to rescue an election worker.
Interim leader Hamid Karzai, meanwhile, nudged
closer to victory in Afghanistan's landmark presidential
poll with nearly two-thirds of the vote counted although his huge lead narrowed slightly as the thirdand fourth-place candidates gained some ground.
The Oct. 9 election, hoped to usher in peace after
two decades of war, was a setback to Taliban rebels who
failed to deliver on threats to derail the vote. Yet they
continue to launch sporadic attacks in the lawless south
and east of the country.

FIDEL CASTRO FRACTURES PUTS
SPOTLIGHT ON HIS HEALTH
HAVANA-- Cuban President Fidel Castro's advancing
age- and ultimately his mortality- were brought home
Thursday after he fractured a knee and arm when he
tripped and fell at a public event.
In a communist society where the 78-year-old leader
has played a larger-than-life role for more than four
decades, the tumble was the latest reminder that Cuba's
commander in chief is an aging man who will not live forever - with an elderly brother as his designated successor.
'T m all in one piece," Castro declared on state television Wednesday night after tripping on a concrete
step while returning to his seat after an hour-long
speech in the central city of Santa Clara.
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Man opens fire at Missouri manufacturing plant
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

EARTH CITY, Mo. -- A former employee
walked into a conveyor belt factory and
opened fire Thursday while workers were
changing shifts, at one point reloading his
shotgun in a parking lot before re-entering
the building.
Though witnesses reported hearing
multiple shots, only one person was
wounded in the shooting that began about
3 p.m. at Beltservice Corp., in an industrialized area west of St. Louis, police
spokesman Mason Keller said. The man
was grazed by a bullet and his injury was
not serious, Keller said.
By evening, only the gunman was still in
the building, which is near the training
facility of the St. Louis Rams football team.
Keller said the man was in an area of the factory where he could not escape, but he did
not elaborate.
Company co-founder and chairman
Dick Engelsmann said II 0 employees were
in the building at the time of the shooting,
and all were evacuated. He said the gunman
left the company, which makes industrial
conveyor belts, a year ago. He believes he
was fired but could not say why.

SIZE MIGHT MATTER WHEN IT
COMES TO MAN'S SPERM
PHILADELPHIA- Beer bellies may take a
toll on men below the belt, not just around
it.
Men who weigh too much are more likely to have poor sperm quality, research on
nearly I,600 young Danish men has found.
Being too thin is a problem, too.
Women don't get off the hook. Though
it's long been known that very overweight
women have trouble conceiving naturally, a
large new study confirms they also are less
likely to become pregnant even when
embryos are fertilized in lab dishes and
placed in their wombs.
"Among the severely obese, we saw significantly reduced implantation and pregnancy rates," said Dr. David Ryley of Beth
Israel Deaconess Medical Center in
Boston. He presented results of the
women's study this week at a meeting of
the American Society for Reproductive
Medicine.
The sperm study was done by doctors at
various hospitals and universities in
Denmark and published in the October
issue of the reproductive society's journal,
Fertility & Sterility.

NATIONAL
BRIEFS

CLIMBERS RESCUED FROM
MOUNTAIN IN SIERRA NEVADA
YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK, Cali£-Rangers completed a dramatic rescue
Thursday of two climbers from a snowy
mountain and removed the ice-encrusted
bodies of two other hikers who died on the
peak in an unexpected early blizzard in the
Sierras.
The deaths occurred on El Capitan, a forbidding 3,200-foot granite mountain at
Yosemite National Park, following a fierce
blizzard that stranded nearly two dozen hikers and climbers across Northern California
this week. Other than the two deaths, everyone was found or rescued.

1 MILLION NEW FLU VACCINE
DOSES BEING MADE AVAILABLE
WASHINGTON --A Maryland manufacturer will provide an additional I million
doses of its FluMist vaccine, making a total
of 3 million doses of the nasal spray available, Health and Human Services Secretary
Tommy G. Thompson said Thursday, as
officials tried to deal with a shortage of flu
shots.
However, FluMist, which contains weakened live virus, cannot be used by those at
highest risk for flu complications. It is only
approved for healthy people aged 5 to 49.
Thompson encouraged health care workers and people who care for high-risk individuals to use the nasal spray.
"It is safe. It is protective and people
should avail themselves of that opportunity," Thompson said.
Federal officials had hoped to offer I00 million doses of flu vaccine this year after more
than 80 million Americans sought doses last
year and I52 children died from the flu.

BLACK & DECKER WINS
RULING IN TAX CASE
BALTIMORE - A federal judge ruled in
favor of Black & Decker Corp. on
Thursday in the company's attempt to collect more than $57 million in refunds from
the Internal Revenue Service.
The IRS contended the toolmaker used a
complex business deal as a tax avoidance

NON SEQUITUR BY WILEY MILLER

BOONDOCKS BY AARON MCGRUDER

vehicle. But Black & Decker Corp. maintained that the deal had economic substance
and sued the IRS for a refund.
The Towson, Md.-based company argued
the ll!Xes were erroneously assessed and collected from I995 through 2000. U.S.
District Judge William Quarles granted the
company's request for summary judgment.
"We are disappointed in the court's decision," said Eileen O'Connor, assistant attorney general for the lliX division of the IRS.
"We believe our position in this case is supported by the facts and the relevant law. The
department is considering its options."
The company said a ruling in the IRS'
favor would have cost it about $I40 million.

GUM-MAKER MOVING PRODUCTION TO POLAND
CHICAGO-- Chewing-gum maker Wm.
Wrigley Jr. Co. is moving production of its
dissolvable fresh breath film products to
Poland from Arizona.
Wrigley decided to move production of its
Eclipse and Flash breath strips to the company's confectionery plant in Poznan, Poland,
because the two products have been selling
better in Europe than in the United States,
the company said in a news release Thursday.
The Chicago-based company said operations would be scaled back at its Phoenix
plant over the next six to nine months. Some
of the plant's 98 employees will be offered
positions at other Wrigley locations, the company said. Those that don't will get severance.

PETERSON PROSECUTORS GIVE
BLOW TO DEFENSE CASE
REDWOOD CITY, Cali£ -- Prosecutors
Thursday attacked a witness critical to Scott
Peterson's defense who nervously conceded
he made an assumption as he calculated
when Laci Peterson's fetus died.
Dr. Charles March, a gynecologist asked
by the defense to examine prosecution witnesses' findings and Laci Peterson's medical
records, testified that based on bone measurements of the dead fetus and reviewing ultrasounds taken ofLaci, the fetus probably died
on Dec. 29, 2002, at the earliest, five days
after the pregnant schoolteacher vanished.
That would undercut the prosecution's
claim that Scott Peterson murdered his wife
on or around Dec. 24, then dumped her
body into San Francisco Bay. But March
also said he based his findings, in part, on
anecdotal evidence of when Laci may have
discovered she was pregnant.
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FOOTBALL PREVIEW

Shut 'em down

Eastern's run
defense ready to
reload against
Tennessee-Martin
8v

j OHN H OHENAOEL

SPORTS REPORTER

If the Eastern rush defense performs the way
they have been against Tennessee-Martin this
weekend, it will be a long day for the Skyhawks.
"It's been a team
effort,"
said
Defensive
Coordinator
R o
c
Bellantoni.
"But
if
anyone
has stood

it's
the

defensive line. T hey've kept our linebackers free
and allowed our safeties to come up and help in the
run. "
Earlier this season the Panthers lost a tough
game to the Illinois State Redbirds 35-31, but they
did shut down their running game allowing only
94 yards on the ground. Illinois State now averages
184 rushing yards per game and their feature back
Demetrus Johnson is averaging 106 yards per
game, but against the Panthers Johnson had just
70 yards on 20 carries.
Last weekend Murray State came into O'Brien
Stadium averaging just over 212 rushing yards per
game with their trio of running backs Chad Cook,
Ron Lane and Nick
Turner.
T he
Panthers shut
down their running
attack,
the
holding
Racers to 143
yards on the
ground en
route to

STANDINGS

beating Murray State 24-9.
Eastern is second in rushing defense in the Ohio
Valley Conference holding their opponenrs to 108
yards per game on the ground. T hey are second
only to Jacksonville State who is holding their
opponents to 105 rushing yards per game.
"If we keep doing what we're doing, maybe add
a wrinkle here or there, we'll be a factor in the
OVC," Bellantoni
said.

ovc
TEAM

OVERALL
RECOR D

RECOR D

Jacksonville State
Eastern Kentucky
Eastern Illinois
Murray State
Tennessee Tech
Tennessee State
Southeast Missouri
Samk>rd
Tennessee-Martin

4-0
3-1
2-1
2-2
1-1
1-1
1-2
1-3
0-4

6-0
3-3
3-3
3-4
4-2
3-3
1-5
2-5
1-6

OVC STAYS
PASSING YARDS PER GAME
GP
6
7
5
6
7

YDS/G
290.5
257.0
223.2
207.5
203.6

GP
6
6
6
6

YDS/G
145.2
113.0
109.2
107.0
85.8

RECEIVING YARDS PER GAME
GP
HILL, Efrem-SAM
7
STEPHENS, T.-UTM
7
VOSS, Ryan-EIU
6
RALSTON, Andre-EKU
6
MILCIC, T.J...SEMO
5

YDS/G
95.1
83.6
82.5
72.2
70.4

GOODENOUGH, A.-SEMO
NELSON, Ray-SAM
SCHABERT, Matt-EIU
CRAFT, Robert-TTU
WAHLBERG, Brady-UTM
RUSHING YARDS PER GAME
ANTHONY, Charles-TSU
BONDS, Oscar-JSU
WEBB, Vincent-EIU
HUDSON, C.J.-EKU
BONNER, Trey-TTU

6

TOUCHDOWNS

·,

~-Y@

~lcful hcoos

BONDS, Oscar-JSU
ANTHONY, Charles-TSU
WEBB, Vincent-EIU
HILL, Efrem-SAM
TAUFOOU, David-SEMO

L<roiick cap&ml (!(}
&m Ea*ltrom

6
7

Total
13
8
8
8

6

7

NUMBER OF THE WEEK

dlefulma• {]fMil
l p@Cililliud iiD
•llxlmiDc cl@;wm

GP
6
6

68

um

IJiliD.

NUMBER OF UNDERCLASSMEN
TENNESSEE- MARTIN HAS ON THEIR
STEPHEN

83

MAN ROSTER.
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THE EDGE

Murray
State
(3·3, 2· 1)

@

-•

Tennessee
Martin
(1 ·6, 0-4)

OFFENSE

DEFENSE

SPECIAL TEAMS

UTM's Taurean Stephens and Eastern's Ryan
Voss are second and third in receiving yards
per game in the OVC with 83.6 and 82.5
yards, respectively. UTM is last in the OVC
in scoring (17ppg) and Skyhawk QB Brady
Wahlberg is "-Qrst in the OVC with 12 interceptions.

Eastern's defense, second in the OVC in
rushing defense, will go up against an
offense that averages 100 yards per game.
UTM has allowed 38 points per game compared to Eastern's 30 points per game.
Eastern CB Ben Brown leads the OVC in
passes defended with 15.

Eastem kick returners Brandon Robinson
(ankle sprain) and Alicus Nozinor (broken
arm) will miss Saturday's game leaving the
duties to Charles Owens, who filled in when
Nozinor left the game last week. UTM is
second in the OVC in kick reutm average
woth 20 yards.

EDGE: EASTERN

EDGE: EASTERN

University *
Union

*

AT
4th st
RECORDS

ggt

FRI10/22 thru FRI10/29

Bowling
Lanes

*
9:30-

EDGE:UTM

STAFF PICKS
AARON SEID LITZ, Sports Editor
EASTERN 31, Tennessee-Martin 14

DAN RENICK, Associate Sports Editor
EASTERN 35, Tennessee-Martin 7

JOHN HOHENADEL, Sports Reporter
EASTERN 41, Tennessee-Martin 17

COSMIC *
Bowling

*

Friday &
Saturday Night*
- 12:30 a.m.
hone 581-7451

*
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RUGBY

Rocky Top rolls up to Eastern
Ruggers to face
an undefeated
Tennessee squad

"We need to find our rhythm in the first five or 10
minutes, and I think we'll be OK. In past games we
found our rhythm the first couple minutes, but the
team has been a little out of sync."

BY MATT LEIBERT

f RANK GRAZIANO, HEAD C OACH

STAFF WRITER

STEPHEN HAAS/THE D\ILY EASTERN NEWS
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CRUCIAL:
(oNnNUED FROM PACE 12

as a unit to bring in another victory,
head coach Steve Ballard said.
"Everybody on the team has had
their peaks and their valleys," Ballard
said. "We are looking for everyone to
play their best and to be on the same
page. We're not looking for an individual (performance) but to play as a
teatn."

If S&\10 wins tomorrow, then
they will move into third place in the
OVC. Currently in fourth, a loss to
Eastern could mean that the women
ofS&\10 would drop into fifth place,
eliminating them from participating
in the tournament.
One of the many people to recognize the importance of this is Ballard.
"The game is very important to
them as far as their seed in the conference tournament is concerned," Ballard
said. '1 think we're going to have to be
at the top of our game to win."
Freshmen forward
Michelle
Steinhaus' opinion reflects that of her
coaches. She believes that playing
strong is the key to winning the game.
"We know we have to go in strong
and play well," Steinhaus said. '1t's an
important game for us as well as
SEMO because it will decide the
seeds."

Brian's
Place

• ®W alliD®®m.

After a tough loss to Ohio State
Sunday, the Panthers' women's Rugby
team is hoping to bounce back against
Tennessee.
Last weekend the Panthers suffered
their first loss of the season to the
Ohio State Buckeyes, but Eastern has
worked hard this week and is ready for
Tennessee.
"We had a very good practice
Wednesday," said Eastern coach
Frank Graziano. "We have been doing
things as we have been all season but
just corrected some minor details."
Graziano compared the last few
days of practice to preseason because

he has had to reiterate key parts of the
game and has made sure the little
things are correct.
"Over the season little things begin
to change. Sometimes you take a few
too many steps out of position, and
these things don't show up until you
play a big game," Graziano said.
"When you score 100 points against a
team you don't really notice that so
many unnoticed details can become a
problem."
Also, the team wants to continue
working on the level of overall confidence going into a game where the
opponent is undefeated.
After suffering a loss after such a

PERFECTION:

"The game is very
important to them as
far as their seed in the
conference tournament.
I think we're going to
have to be at the top of
our game to win."

(ONriNUED FROM PACE 12

STEVE BALLARD, HEAD C OACH

Eastern's standings in the seeds of
the OVC tournament are greatly
dependent upon two games.
Currently in second place within
the OVC, Eastern must win today's
game and Samford must lose for
Eastern to move into first. If Samford
wins and Eastern wins then the standing of the top two will stay the same.
If Eastern wins and Samford ties, then
both teams will tie for first in the
OVC standings.
At this point in the season, it is
important to keep every player as
healthy as possible. However, avoiding injuries is hard in many sports,
especially a sport such as soccer
where leg injuries are common. Even
with all of this in mind, injuries are
not a big worry for Eastern said
Ballard.

great season, doubts might be creeping into the minds of some of the
Panthers, Graziano said.
"We need to find our rhythm in the
first five or I0 minutes, and I think
we'll be OK," Graziano added. "In
past games we found our rhythm
within the first couple minutes, but
the team has been a little out ofsync,"
Graziano said.
Unfortunately, Senior Lock and
Co-Captain Maureen Kirby will be
out for the season with knee problems.
The Panthers rugby team will host
Tennessee at noon Oct. 23 at Lakeside
Rugby Field.
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"We have our injuries but so does
everybody in the conference," Ballard
said. "I think the girls are going to
play as well as possible."

'"r

~

Eastern likes to dictate the pace of
the game because they're used to an
unusual fast pace, but if that pace
isn't initiated Eastern would need to
respond in a different way.
"Any team in conference can break
your momentum at any time of the
game. We just have to be ready to
respond," said junior Meghan
Kennedy. "That same possibility is
what keeps us grounded and allows us
to keep our eye on what's important."
So it seems that the WLN. is work.
ing, but the volleyball season began
for the women on the team before the
schedule was even constructed.
"The success we have had is not
unexpected," sophomore Kara
Sorenson said. "We worked hard in
the off season. We had a lot of reps
with the ball, and we have hit the
weight room as well."
One of the main aspects Eastern
worked on in the off season was
their mental strength.
"Serving aggressive is one of the
keys to our game," Winkeler said,
"We must practice mentally as well
as physically. The balance of our
mental and physical strength has
made the biggest difference in the
team."

·~~~, _~.~:...-~

~~2 ~-") ~

~;

Wtnkeler nor any of her athletes are
concerned in any way about the
matter.
'~t this point of the season everyone is fighting to make conference.
Right now we're focusing on the
weekend and being on the road, so
we will take it one step at a time,"
Winkeler said. "I'm constantly
telling my girls that everyone is out
for that one upset, so we need to
play consistently."
Lead by David Schwepker, Murray
State is sitting on a 4-10 overall record
and has only one victory in the OVC
out ofseven appearances.
"They have a left-side hitter and a
middle hitter that we will need to
stop defensively," Winkeler said.
"We have to make sure we have
great ball control so that we'll have a
variety of options when we can run
our offense."
Numerous eyes will be focused on
junior Heather Redenbo and senior
Erica Gerth to help set the pace in
order for Eastern to dictate the game
on Thursday.
"We're using every single person
out there and everyone on the bench
and that's what it takes to have the
success we have had," Gerth said.
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4.0
Sandy Bylut
Stephanie Howard
Karen Poludniak

3.75-3.99
Maggie McFarland
Nicole Samford
KatyWorden

Getluckv.

Spring 2004 Grades
3.5-3.74
Coreen Dunton
Jackie Farrell
Lisa Hartman
Marcia Hetelle
Meghan Morales
Cortney Troyer

3.0-3.49

Erin Campbell
Lindsey Dunton
Kristi Eissler
Jacki Engel
Sarah Hailey
Dana Hurley
Anne Kuna
Kate Vuckovich

Beth Ribich
Jamie Schneider
Megan Shewan
Gwen Barrett
Tori Bona
Courtney Krzywop
Sarah Lokaitis /•
Jacinta Morgan

Deborah Appleby

Pick up vour warbler todav
581-2816

PANTHER SPORTS CALENDAR
TODAY

SATURDAY

W~N'S SoCCER AT SouTHEAST M ISSOURI

3 p.m.

Men's S<x:cer at Vanderbilt
Volleyball at Murray State

7 p.m.
7 p.m.

foo'ruu AT TE-SSIE- MARTIN

12 p.m.
12 p.m.
1 p.m.

Women's Rugby vs. Tennessee
Swimming at Illinois-Chicago

Eastern Illinois University, Charleston
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FROM LEFT
FIELD

FOOTBALL

Not what they used to be

DAN WOlKE
STAFFWRrTER

True fans
don't effen
cuss

Eastern travels
to face improved
Skyhawk club
BY DAN RENICK
ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

I often call my father to discuss
such pressing news items as how
sharp John Garland looked in his
previous start or what dead (or
ascended) religious leader would
vote for Republican U.S. Semate
candidate Alan Keyes next.
A recent call shifted to his trip to
Madison, Wis., to watch his
beloved Fighting Illini play the
Badgers in some hard-hirting,
smash-mouth Big Ten football.
After discussing how John
Beutjer is a "pro prospect," (I
laughed when we talked about it; I
laugh again while typing it) the
discussion shifted to what kind of
rights fans have.
At the game, my dad and his
friends witnessed the new ultimate
in wacky fans doing anything for
an edge. The innovative taunting,
simply put, was an extended calland-answer of a certain four-letter
word followed by "you."
Now I am all for taunting. In
fact, as I write this, seven other
Daily Eastern News staffers are
looking over my shoulders chanting, "You suck." I also have been
known to dabble in vulgarity form
time-to-effen-time.
However, oombining these two
passions doesn't lead down a happy
road.
Remember
George
Costanza's efforts at combining
food and sex - after awhile he
oouldn't have one without
thoughts of the other.
Getting back to the Wisoonsin
fans, I feel like their chant isn't so
much offensive as it is stupid. My
dad felt it was more of both, but
we both agreed that it's just something fans do from time to time.
Last Tuesday at Lantz Arena
another fan-related incident
occurred. A group of fans enthusiastically pounded plastic drums as
the first serve was put in play. At
the end of the point, an official
went to the soorer's table to stop the
drurnrning when the ball is in play.
However, unlike the Badger
fans, these volleyball fans didn't
put up too much of a fuss.
This same group of fans yelled
some pretty funny sruff, all of which
oould be published ifI were the type
of reporter who paid attention.
It's important to remember that
buying a ticket does give you a
chance to yell something loudly.
So if you aren't clever enough to
keep your yelling f-bomb free, at
least do it in a clever way.
It's all I effen ask.

Eastern's football team will travel to
Martin, Tenn., Staurday as they oontinue conference play against the
University of Tennessee-Martin. The
Panthers (3-3, 2-1) are set to kickoff at
noon against the Skyhawks (1-6, 0-4)
at H ardy Graham Stadium.
Eastern is back on track in the Ohio
Valley Conference after last week's 24-9
win over Murray State and are hoping
to carry that momentum into a game
against Tennessee-Martin. Of the 83
players currently on the Skyhawk roster, 68 of them are underclassmen and
most of their starting lineup are freshman and sophomores, Skyhawk Head
Coach Matt Griffin said.
"We have a lot of young kids and
we're improving each year, even week
to week," Griffin said. "Sometimes it's
like pulling teeth to get kids to work
but these kids know what they have to
do and are getting the job done."
Eastern Head Coach Bob Spoo has
noticed a change in the TennesseeMartin program in Griffins two seasons there and knows that this week's
game won't be handed to them,
despite the Skyhawks' record.

"Tennessee-Martin isn't the same
team they were in the past when you
always expected a win," Spoo said.
"They've brought in a lot of good players and they've been taking a lot of
teams into the fourth quarter with a
lead or trailing by only a oouple points."
In three of the six Shyhawk losses,
they have trailed by less than a touchdown going into the fourth quarter.
"We haven't even had to talk about
(keeping our intensity level)," defensive coordinator Roc Bellantoni said.
"Practices have been as good if not
better than last week."
Bellantoni's defense should have
plenty to be excited about after last
week's performance when they allowed
only 230 yards of offense to Murray
State and held an opponent to its lowest point total of the year, nine.
The Panthers are expecting the
Skyhawks to oome out running,
Bellantoni said, despite having half
the rushing yards than they do passing
yards this season.
"Statistically they're not a running
team," Bellantoni said. "But they'll try
to establish a run early. If they get
behind then they'll spread it out and
pass the ball."
The Skyhawk offense is led by junior quarterback Brady Wahleberg, who
has averaged 203 passing yards a game
this season and has thrown seven
touchdowns. H e has, however, thrown
12 interceptions and the Skyhawks
have 16 giveaways on the season.

STEPHEN HAAS/THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
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WOMEN'S SOCCER

You say goodbye, I say hello
Seniors say goodbye to Lakeside
Field with OVC on the horizon
BY DERRICK )OHNSON II
STAFF WRITER

The Eastern women's soccer team
will face off against the women of

Southeast Missouri in a match that is
crucial to Eastern's standings in the
Ohio Valley Conference tournament,
as well as an important game for some
of the player's own careers.

Eastern players will be focused on
the game, but for some today's match
will be their last at Lakeside Field.
Senior Recognition Day will be a facet
of Eastern's game against SEMO, but
at the same time, both teams will
have an impact on the oonference
tournament.
The results of this match are just as

important to SEMO, oonsidering the
standings, as they are are for Eastern.
A win today would move them into a
third place seed for the oonference
tournament.
When oonsidering this, the Eastern
women's soccer team will have to play
as a unit to bring in another victory,
SEE CRUCIAL PAGE 11

VOLLEYBALL

Perfection on the line for Panthers
Eastern faces Murray with the hope
of remaining undefeated in the OVC
BY ) OSHUA TORREZ
STAFF WRITER

Eastern will be squaring off against
Murray State today in hopes of

improving both its overall record and
stay undefeated in the Ohio Valley
Conference.
Eastern now stands 8-0 in the
OVC and 17-4 overall and as a result

of the W.I.N. motto it has adopted
Eastern has been able to overoome the
pain oflast years disappointing season
and establish itself as the new top dogs
in theOVC.
"W.I.N. stands for 'what's important now'," Eastern head coach
Brenda Wtn.keler said. "It's a motto I
picked up from a Lou Holtz tape that

I was watching in the fall prior to the
beginning of the season.
It has allowed us to take things
minute by minute and that's how
we've been playing all season."
Eastern has eight games left before
the OVC Tournament, but neither
SEE PERFECTION PAGE 11

